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* The activities presented here were performed on behalf of the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Office of Nuclear
Material Safety and Safeguards, Division of High Level Waste
Repository Safety. This presentation is an independent product of
the CNWRA and does not necessarily reflect the view or
regulatory position of the NRC.

* Models scenarios and results presented here are exploratory in
nature and intended only as a tool to better understand the
saturated zone flow system near Yucca Mountain. As such, the
modeling approach, scenarios, and results presented here should
not be construed as being preferred by either CNWRA or NRC.
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* Description of hydrogeologic framework

* Description of flow model and model calibration

* Approach for simulation of potential water table rise

* Approach for including potential spring flows into the flow model

* Effects of potential spring flows on groundwater flow paths,
modeled source area for potential spring flow water
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* Hydrogeologic Framework Model (HFM) based on Sims et al. (1999) 3-D
Earth Vision model of Amargosa Region

* GFM 3.1 (CRAWMS M&O, 1999)
was starting point for HFM interior
region; layers were grouped into
hydrostratigraphic types and
model region was extended
based on independent
interpretation of borehole and
geophysics data

* Hydrologic properties for flow
model were assigned based on
correspondence to layers and
structural features in HFM
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Structural Features Included in
the Model Domain

* Changes from Sims et al. (1999) HFM were
made during flow model grid construction
and model calibration:

- Caldera Zone extended southward (upper
red dashed line at right) to match large
hydraulic gradient north of Yucca Mountain

- Bow Ridge (BR), Midway Valley (MV) and
Paintbrush Canyon (PBC) faults were
combined into a single, wide fault zone
because 300-m grid size Is too coarse to
include them as separate features

- Area between PBC and Fortymile Wash
(FMW) faults also made into a single, wide
fault zone to improve calibration

- Highway-95 fault zone extended eastward
(lower red dashed line at right) to match
steep hydraulic gradient in this area
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Flow Model Grid

* Comparison of hydrogeologic framework model to material
types assigned to model grid
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Sims et al. (1999) Framework Model
vertical scale . mienm above sea level (mast)
horizontal scale . fllMt NAD-83 Easting (m)
nole: I m. 3.281 IIl

Corresponding Section of
30-Layer Model Grid
(Winterle, 2003)
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* Model Domain shown at right:
- 28.5 km x 41.4 km 117.7 x 25.7 mi]
- vertical extent Is from -1 500 mast to 1200

masl
* MODFLOW-2000 groundwater flow

modeling code used
* 300m x 300m horizontal grid; 30 layers

ranging from 50-m thick at top ten layers !
to 200-m thick at bottom two layers

* Interpretation of water table used to
estimate constant head values for model
sides; constant with depth

* 10 mm/yr recharge In northern high- -

elevation area; 5 mm/yr recharge In Yucca
Mountain area

* 151 hydraulic head and water level
measurements used for calibration points -E
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Men no =0.23 rn
RMS Error1=6.2m

,~ .. '*Mean Absolute Error 9.1 m
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* Recharge in northern and Yucca
Mtn. areas was doubled and
recharge of 200 mm/yr was added
to 40-Mile Wash channel

* All constant-head side boundary
values were raised by a constant
percentage i

* 5-percent raise in boundary heads
resulted in computed water table
reaching land surface elevation in WH O
area where spring deposits are
observed just north of Hwy-95
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* Water table rise resulted in simulated
water table intersecting model cells
designated as "above land surface" (ALS)

* These ALS locations are shown in green
at right

* However, the ALS condition was
assigned to model cells where the cell
center is above the land surface... thus,
as much as half of these cells may still be
below land surface

* Thus, not all "ALS" cells were selected as
potential spring discharge locations
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Selecting Potential Spring Discharge
Locations

* Figure on right illustrates process
used for identifying which cells
should be assigned as potential
spring discharge locations

* Cells adjacent to southern model
boundary were not selected as
discharge locations because they
are a direct result of assigned
boundary heads

* Cells where computed water level
was less than 5 meters above the
bottom of the cell were not
selected except where they
correspond to topographic lows

Cells Designated
Above Land Surface' Water Table
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Land
Surface

Model Grid

Potential Spring
Discharge Locations
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Potential Spring Discharge Locations

* A total of 23 model cells were selected
as potential spring discharge locations

* These locations were included in the
MODFLOW 'Drain Package'

* Key parameters in Drain Package are
drain elevation and drain conductance

* Drain cells are activated as sinks
whenever water table elevation is above
drain elevation; flow rate proportional to
elevation difference and drain
conductance

* Model was run using various
assumptions about drain elevation and
conductance to evaluate effects of spring
discharge on flow paths

* Maximum total discharge modeled
was 10,800 m3/day (3200 ac-ftlyr)
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* Simulation of a potential water table rise by assuming a uniform
five percent increase in model boundary heads resulted in the
simulated water table intersecting the land surface elevation in
areas where paleospring deposits suggest spring flows have
occurred in the past

* Simulation of spring flows as high as 10,800 m3/day in the area of
these spring deposits, using the MODFLOW Drain Package, had a
nearly negligible effect on the simulated particle tracks of flow
paths from the northern Yucca Mountain area

* Reverse particle tracking from the simulated drain locations in the
vicinity of the paleospring deposits indicates the groundwater flow
system beneath Crater Flat would be the likely source of spring
flows in this area
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